
Cabin Connections Collaborate with ShedHub
to Meet Local Shed Needs in Kentucky

LONDON, KENTUCKY, UNITED STATES,

July 5, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Cabin Connections, a manufacturer of

sheds, cabins, and outdoor structures,

has partnered with ShedHub, an online

platform that connects consumers with

shed sellers nationwide. This

collaboration aims to expand the

availability of sheds to residents

throughout Kentucky, enhancing

convenience and choice for customers

in the region.

Cabin Connections was established in  2020 by Corey Nolf, Jeremy Martin and Aaron Burnett. The

We are excited about our

partnership with ShedHub.

This collaboration will

enable us to serve a broader

audience in Kentucky,

making it easier for

customers to find and

purchase the sheds they

need.”

Corey Nolf, Cabin Connections

company's product line includes sheds, custom-built

cabins, mini barns, playhouses, swing sets, cottages,

hunting blinds and livestock shelter. By partnering with

ShedHub, Cabin Connections aims to extend its reach and

streamline the purchasing process for its customers.

ShedHub is a user-friendly platform that simplifies the

process of finding and purchasing sheds. The platform

features detailed listings, comprehensive product

information, and customer reviews, allowing consumers to

make informed decisions. With Cabin Connections'

products available on ShedHub, Kentucky residents will

have greater access to a diverse range of outdoor

structures.

“We are excited about our partnership with ShedHub," said Corey Nolf, Owner of Cabin

Connections. "This collaboration will enable us to serve a broader audience in Kentucky, making

it easier for customers to find and purchase the sheds they need. Our goal has always been to

provide all services for shed purchasing, from manufacturing to sales and delivery, and this

partnership helps us achieve that.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.cabinconnections.net
https://shedhub.com/


The partnership is expected to make

sheds more accessible and more

convenient to purchase in Kentucky. By

integrating Cabin Connections' offerings

with ShedHub's platform, more

customers will be able to discover and

invest in premium outdoor structures

that enhance their properties and

lifestyles.

“Partnering with Cabin Connections is a

great fit for ShedHub," said Jeff

Huxmann, CEO and Co-Founder of ShedHub. "Their commitment to quality and customer

satisfaction aligns with our values. We are confident that this collaboration will benefit many

homeowners and businesses in Kentucky, providing them with easy access to a wide range of

high-quality sheds.”

Both Cabin Connections and ShedHub are committed to ensuring a smooth and enjoyable

shopping experience for their customers. This partnership represents a step forward in making

premium sheds more accessible and affordable for residents across Kentucky.

For more information about Cabin Connections and their products, please visit

www.cabinconnections.net. To explore ShedHub's platform and discover the extensive range of

sheds available, visit https://shedhub.com.

About Cabin Connections

Cabin Connections, along with Kountry Korner Barn, manufacturers high-quality sheds, cabins,

mini barns and outdoor structures. Having Sales Lots in London, Somerset, Harrordsburg, Ewing,

Mayslick, West Liberty, Saylersville and Paducah, Kentucky, Cabin Connections is committed to

delivering durable products according to the needs of homeowners and businesses.

About ShedHub

ShedHub is an innovative online platform that connects customers with top shed sellers across

the country. ShedHub simplifies the process of finding and purchasing sheds, for a

straightforward and convenient shed shopping experience.
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